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Abstract

DwTerm is a simple terminal program for RS-DOS that uses DriveWire4
Virtual Serial channels and Virtual Modem commands for communi-
cation to the outside world. DwTerm uses the excellent CMOC com-
piler, and also a served training exercise for combining the assembly
DriveWire routines from HDB-DOS with C code.
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1 Prototyping in python

While the Virtual Serial channels part of pyDriveWire was being worked on
there needed to be some way to test it. A simple client was written in python
and tested against the official DriveWire 4 Java server. The below listing is
the main loop of the test program:

1 s = dwsocket.DWSocket(port=65504)
2 s.debug = True
3 s.connect()
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4 channel = 2
5 while True:
6 print "dwclient> ",
7 command = raw_input()
8 if command.startswith(’quit’):
9 break

10 elif command.startswith(’status’):
11 getStatus(s, channel)
12 continue
13 elif command.startswith(’close’):
14 closeChannel(s, channel)
15 continue
16 if not channel_open:
17 openChannel(s, channel)
18 getStatus(s, channel)
19 writeChannel(s, channel, command+’\r’)
20 print readChannel(s, channel, True)
21 if not channel_open:
22 closeChannel(s, channel)
23 closeChannel(s, channel)
24 getStatus(s, channel)

Since this code had already been written it followed that this could be
turned it into a program that runs on the CoCo. Thus, the Python imple-
mentation served as a prototype for the C/Assembly version of DwTerm.

2 The Art Mashing C and ASM Code Together
In today’s day and age, very few people ever have to deal with including
assembly code in their C program. A quick treatise in the art of doing this
is what follows. It requires some understanding of C and 6809 assembly
language.

The first step in the process is understanding what the compiler actually
does when functions are called and when they return values back to the caller.
This is what is known as the Application Binary Interface. Understanding
this makes it a lot easier to call assembly functions from C code.

Let’s have a look at the following example C code:

1 char incrementByte(char i)
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2 {
3 i += 1;
4 return i;
5 }
6

7 void incrementWord(int i)
8 {
9 i += 1;

10 }
11

12 void test(void)
13 {
14 char c = incrementByte(1);
15 incrementWord(1);
16 }

Let’s start with the test function and see what the compiler generated:
1 ( test.s):00049 * FUNCTION test(): defined at test.c:12
2 001D ( test.s):00050 _test EQU *
3 001D 3440 ( test.s):00051 PSHS U
4 001F 33E4 ( test.s):00052 LEAU ,S
5 0021 327F ( test.s):00053 LEAS -1,S
6 ( test.s):00054 * Line test.c:14: init of variable c
7 ( test.s):00055 * Line test.c:14: function call: incrementByte()
8 0023 4F ( test.s):00056 CLRA
9 0024 C601 ( test.s):00057 LDB #$01 decimal 1 signed

10 0026 3406 ( test.s):00058 PSHS B,A argument 1 of incrementByte(): int
11 0028 17FFD5 ( test.s):00059 LBSR _incrementByte
12 002B 3262 ( test.s):00060 LEAS 2,S
13 002D E75F ( test.s):00061 STB -1,U variable c
14 ( test.s):00062 * Line test.c:15: function call: incrementWord()
15 002F 4F ( test.s):00063 CLRA
16 0030 C601 ( test.s):00064 LDB #$01 decimal 1 signed
17 0032 3406 ( test.s):00065 PSHS B,A argument 1 of incrementWord(): int
18 0034 17FFD7 ( test.s):00066 LBSR _incrementWord
19 0037 3262 ( test.s):00067 LEAS 2,S
20 ( test.s):00068 * Useless label L00003 removed
21 0039 32C4 ( test.s):00069 LEAS ,U
22 003B 35C0 ( test.s):00070 PULS U,PC
23 ( test.s):00071 * END FUNCTION

Let’s walk through this line by line.

1 001D 3440 ( test.s):00051 PSHS U
2 001F 33E4 ( test.s):00052 LEAU ,S

These 2 lines of code are the standard setup that the compiler emits at
the start of every function. They set up the frame pointer in the U register.
The stack looks like this:
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...

Saved S
U

Frame Pointer
test function

...

The frame pointer is a register which is used to remember a particular
reference point in the stack. The U register is used as the frame pointer. The
compiler uses the frame pointer to reference data as we’ll see.

1 00053 LEAS -1,S

This makes one byte of space on the stack for local variable c.
...

c variable -1,U
S

Saved U

Frame Pointer

test function

...

Note that the stack pointer register S was changed but the frame pointer
register U is not changed. Every time c is accessed will referenced by it’s offset
from the current frame pointer: -1,U . The frame pointer will be discussed
in more detail a bit later.

1 00056 CLRA
2 00057 LDB #$01 decimal 1 signed

This just loads the value $0001 into the D register.

1 00058 PSHS B,A argument 1 of
incrementByte(): int

This pushes D onto the stack. It contains the value of the first parameter
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to the incrementByte function. The stack now looks like this:
...

$00 S
-3,U argument 1 of incrementByte()

$01

c variable -1,U

Saved U

Frame Pointer

test function

...

The astute reader may think that there is a bug here. Look above at
the implementation of incrementByte . It takes a char parameter which
is 8-bits. The compiler just pushed D on the stack which is 16-bits. I hope
you’ll trust that it’s not a bug, the compiler does know what it’s doing.

Now that the parameters for the incrementByte function are set up the
function is called.

1 00059 LBSR _incrementByte

After the LBSR instruction is executed we enter the the incrementByte
function where the stack now looks like this:
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...

... S

...
Return Address

First Parameter: $00 -3,U

$01

c variable -1,U

Saved U

Frame Pointer

test function

...

1 ( test.s):00012 * FUNCTION incrementByte(): defined at test.c:1
2 0000 ( test.s):00013 _incrementByte EQU *
3 0000 3440 ( test.s):00014 PSHS U
4 0002 33E4 ( test.s):00015 LEAU ,S
5 ( test.s):00016 * Line test.c:3: assignment: +=
6 0004 E645 ( test.s):00017 LDB 5,U variable i
7 0006 CB01 ( test.s):00018 ADDB #$01 += operator at test.c:3
8 0008 E745 ( test.s):00019 STB 5,U
9 ( test.s):00020 * Line test.c:4: return with value

10 ( test.s):00021 * optim: storeLoad
11 ( test.s):00022 * optim: branchToNextLocation
12 ( test.s):00023 * Useless label L00001 removed
13 000A 32C4 ( test.s):00024 LEAS ,U
14 000C 35C0 ( test.s):00025 PULS U,PC
15 ( test.s):00026 * END FUNCTION
16 ( test.s):00027 _incrementWord EXPORT

Standard function prologue sets up a new frame pointer for the incrementByte
function

1 00014 PSHS U
2 00015 LEAU ,S

The stack now looks like this:
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...

Saved S
U

Frame Pointer

incrementByte
function

... 2,U

...
Return Address

First Parameter: $00 4,U

$01

c variable

Saved

Frame Pointer

test function

...

Next is the main body of the function:

1 00016 * Line test.c:3: assignment: +=
2 00017 LDB 5,U variable i
3 00018 ADDB #$01 += operator at test.c:3
4 00019 STB 5,U

Remember earlier when the First Parameter value was pushed to the stack
as a 16-bit value but the function uses an 8-bit value? We see that come in
now.

The 16-bit value starts at an offset of 4 from U (4,U)... and the 8-bit
value is just 1 byte after that at 5,U. So the compiler says great, I know that
the location of the i variable is at 5,U so let’s load that up into B, Add 1,
then stores it back.
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...

Saved S
U

Frame Pointer

incrementWord
function

... 2,U

...
Return Address

First Parameter: $00 4,U

$02 5,U

c variable

Saved

Frame Pointer

test function

...

The function is pretty much over. Now we can discuss the return value.
The B register was used to temporarily hold the value of the local variable i.
This is the value that needs to be returned and it’s already in a register, so
now the value in B becomes the return value of the function.

The next few instructions clean up the stack, restore the saved frame
pointer, and return from the function.

1 00024 LEAS ,U
2 00025 PULS U,PC

And after all this the stack looks like this:
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...

First Paramater: $00 S
-3,U

$02

c variable -1,U

Saved U

Frame Pointer

test function

...

All that’s left is to do a little bit of stack maintenance to remove the input
parameter we no longer need and save the return value in the B register into
the local variable c:

1 00060 LEAS 2,S
2 00061 STB -1,U variable c

...

c variable: $02 S
-1,U

Saved U

Frame Pointer

test function

...

We have seen so far that a 8-bit return value is returned in B What about
a 16-bit return value? Consider the code to the incrementWord function:

1 ( test.s):00030
*******************************************************************************

2 ( test.s):00031
3 ( test.s):00032 * FUNCTION incrementWord(): defined at test.c:7
4 000E ( test.s):00033 _incrementWord EQU *
5 000E 3440 ( test.s):00034 PSHS U
6 0010 33E4 ( test.s):00035 LEAU ,S
7 ( test.s):00036 * Line test.c:9: assignment: +=
8 0012 EC44 ( test.s):00037 LDD 4,U variable i
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9 0014 C30001 ( test.s):00038 ADDD #$01 += operator at test.c:9
10 0017 ED44 ( test.s):00039 STD 4,U
11 ( test.s):00040 * Useless label L00002 removed
12 0019 32C4 ( test.s):00041 LEAS ,U
13 001B 35C0 ( test.s):00042 PULS U,PC
14 ( test.s):00043 * END FUNCTION

Looks like it Uses D.
So, what is there to be learned from this:

• Parameters are passed to functions on the stack

• Local variables are stored on the stack

• U is used as a frame pointer to point to the local variables

• Return values are passed back in a register, either B, D

The DriveWire routines are written in assembly code. How can those be
interfaced with a C program? CMOC provides two ways to embed assembly
code in a C program. The entire discussion above is a prerequisite to using
those tools effectively.

The two methods are:

1. Embedding an assembly code block in a C function

2. A function which is asembly code only.

DwTerm uses the second one but we’ll describe both.
Consider the following function which has the same result as the incrementByte

function above:

1 char asmIncrByte(char i) {
2 asm {
3 ldb :i
4 incb
5 stb :i
6 }
7 return i;
8 }

This is a C function with an embedded assembly block. Inside the assembly
blocks you can refer to C variables. The C function has one local variable, i
and in the assembly section you refer to it with :i. If you review the section
above when incrementByte was called you could guess that each instance of
:i could be replaced with 5,U and this would be a correct guess:
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1 *******************************************************************************
2 ( test.s):00011
3 ( test.s):00012 * FUNCTION asmIncrByte(): defined at test.c:9
4 0000 ( test.s):00013 _asmIncrByte EQU *
5 0000 3440 ( test.s):00014 PSHS U
6 0002 33E4 ( test.s):00015 LEAU ,S
7 ( test.s):00016 * Line test.c:10: inline assembly
8 ( test.s):00017 * Inline assembly:
9 ( test.s):00018

10 ( test.s):00019
11 0004 E645 ( test.s):00020 ldb 5,U
12 0006 5C ( test.s):00021 incb
13 0007 E745 ( test.s):00022 stb 5,U
14 ( test.s):00023
15 ( test.s):00024
16 ( test.s):00025 * End of inline assembly.
17 ( test.s):00026 * Line test.c:15: return with value
18 0009 E645 ( test.s):00027 LDB 5,U variable i, declared at test.c:9
19 000B 32C4 ( test.s):00030 LEAS ,U
20 000D 35C0 ( test.s):00031 PULS U,PC
21 ( test.s):00032 * END FUNCTION

It would seem like the function preamble and postamble to deal with the
frame pointer are just extra work. Could this be made simpler? It can by
using an assembly only function:

1 asm char asmOnlyIncrByte(char i) {
2 asm {
3 ldb 3,S
4 incb
5 stb 3,S
6 }
7 }

If you pay very close attention to what is being done with the stack
pointer it can be used to access things on the stack, and that’s what is being
done here:

1 *******************************************************************************
2 ( test.s):00037
3 ( test.s):00038 * FUNCTION asmOnlyIncrByte(): defined at test.c:1
4 000F ( test.s):00039 _asmOnlyIncrByte EQU *
5 ( test.s):00040 * Line test.c:2: inline assembly
6 ( test.s):00041 * Inline assembly:
7 ( test.s):00042
8 ( test.s):00043
9 000F E663 ( test.s):00044 ldb 3,S

10 0011 5C ( test.s):00045 incb
11 0012 E763 ( test.s):00046 stb 3,S
12 ( test.s):00047
13 ( test.s):00048
14 ( test.s):00049 * End of inline assembly.
15 ( test.s):00050 * Useless label L00001 removed
16 0014 39 ( test.s):00051 RTS
17 ( test.s):00052 * END FUNCTION

Again as seen above when the incrementByte was first entered before
the preamble code the first item on the stack at 0,S is the return address,
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and immediately following that at 2,S is the parameter i that was passed to
the function.

...

... S

...
Return Address

First Parameter: $00 2,S

$01 3,S

c variable -1,U

Saved U

Frame Pointer

test function

...

Note that -2,U could have been used but if the U register is not used as
a frame pointer then it could be used for some other purpose.

This concludes the building blocks required to understand how DwTerm
was put together.

3 Translating Python to C
Finally, after a long detour, we return to the story of translating the python
implementation to C.

With the python prototype in hand, converting it into C code is rela-
tively trivial. The fun really began when it came time to work on the CoCo
communicating over DriveWire.

For an example, the python test program had the following for sending a
byte that was typed at the keyboard out to the DriveWire server:

1 def writeChannel(s, channel, data):
2 for c in data:
3 dd = eval("OP_FASTWRITE%d" % channel)
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4 dd += c
5 s.write(dd)

This sends a string of data one byte a time by constructing OP_FASTWRITE
commands to the specified DriveWire Virtual Serial Channel channel and
writes it to the communication channel s (s could be a socket or a serial
port, it doesn’t matter)

We just write the 2-byte command to s and python takes care of every-
thing else. This is not the case on the CoCo side.

Translating to C code:

1 void dw_putb(uint8_t c)
2 {
3 uint8_t buf[1];
4 buf[0] = c;
5 dw_write(buf, 1);
6 }
7

8 void writeChannel(uint8_t channel, uint8_t c)
9 {

10 dw_putb(OP_FASTWRITE+channel);
11 dw_putb(c);
12 }

The dw_write function is implemented as a CMOC Assembly-Only func-
tion. It serves a small interface wrapper between the CMOC ABI and the
DWWrite assembly language function. To implement this wrapper we need
to understand how the Compliler calls functions as discussed above and how
the function you want to call expects it’s input and output.

1 *******************************************************
2 *
3 * DWWrite
4 * Send a packet to the DriveWire server.
5 * Serial data format: 1-8-N-1
6 * 4/12/2009 by Darren Atkinson
7 *
8 * Entry:
9 * X = starting address of data to send

10 * Y = number of bytes to send
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11 *
12 * Exit:
13 * X = address of last byte sent + 1
14 * Y = 0
15 * All others preserved
16 *

The DWWrite function:

• Takes in a pointer to a buffer in X

• The count of items in the buffer in Y

• Returns a pointer in X.

Using this information we can write the adapter:

1 asm int dw_write(uint8_t *buf, uint16_t count)
2 {
3 asm
4 {
5 lbra dwwbegin
6 use "dwwrite.asm"
7 dwwbegin
8 * DW Defines above in dw_read
9 pshs x,y

10 ldx 6,s buf
11 ldy 8,s count
12 lbsr DWWrite
13 tfr x,d
14 subd 2,s buf
15 subd #-1
16 puls x,y
17 }
18 }

On the C side:

• The values for DWWrite parameters are copied from the stack

• The return value of the function is copied to the D register
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The code for the return value may not be exactly obvious. The assembly
function returns a pointer, but the C function returns a count: return X -
buf - 1;

From a technical (and geeky) standpoint is the most interesting example
from the DwTerm code. After the Python main loop was implemented in C
the rest of DwTerm is a lot less interesting. It uses the CMOC libraries to
do Screen output and keyboard input. Code is also there to handle Telnet
IAC protocol.

All in all DwTerm was fun and challenging to implement.

4 What’s Next for DwTerm
DwTerm is currently a very simple terminal program. It does not handle
ANSI or VT-100. Those are probably next to be implemented. Also missing
is the ability to save a transcript of your session, upload or download files.
These are probably next in line.
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